
Remodeling expert Jeff King shares the
three most important ingredients in a
kitchen makeover’s recipe for success. 

BY ESTHE R  DALTON

BUILD YOUR

DREAM KITCHEN

PRACTICAL AND PRETTY 
No one wants a dark kitchen! For this
remodel, the architects opened up the side
of the house and put in new windows and
doors, making the kitchen lighter and more
accessible. The butcher-block-topped island
fits perfectly in the narrow space, providing
an extra countertop space and storage—
without limiting movement around the
range and fridge. 
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Jeff’s San Francisco-based remodeling company, Jeff King & Company,

has worked for many different types of clients over the last 15 years—from

families installing Ikea kitchens to homeowners interested in expensive

custom cabinetry. Still, their goals remain the same: function comes first. 

WHAT MAKES A KITCHEN REMODEL A SUCCESS?
ACCORDING TO PRO DESIGNER AND CONTRACTOR
JEFF KING, A SUCCESSFUL KITCHEN IS ONE THAT
IS FUNCTIONAL, SOCIAL AND BEAUTIFUL. 

MAXIMIZE STORAGE
This kitchen is a great example of a design that works well for
busy families. The half-wall divides the cooking area from the
breakfast nook, yet facilitates conversation. Above the sink, a
pass-through window opens to the dining room but makes
entertaining easy. Although it might seem counter-intuitive,
opting for a separate cooktop and oven actually allowed for
more counterspace and storage. 

After
maximize storage

without sacrificing

natural light. Windows

can be split into

below-ceiling and

counter levels.

Tip:

STYLE FILE
• Insider Secret: Avoid putting outlets and switches in the

backsplash. Instead, hide outlets under upper cabinets and install an

air switch for your garbage disposal. This gives the backsplash a clean,

unified texture and lets you show off classy finishes and fun tiles.

• Budget Basics: Think long term. High-efficiency appliances

may cost more up front, but will return your investment in lower 

water and electricity bills, while using resources responsibly.

Similarly, though off-the-shelf cabinets may seem cheaper than

custom, Jeff warns that they may not be the best value and might

be of lesser quality.

• Easy Idea, Big Impact: Tile backsplashes offer texture
without sacrificing brightness or cleanliness. There are many

varieties and colors available, many for less than $10 per

square foot. Since they reflect light, a little tile can go a long

way in making your kitchen feel larger and lighter.
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1. PUT FUNCTION FIRST
In any kitchen, functionality is first priority. As someone

who loves to cook, Jeff personally prefers an ultra-efficient,

galley-style kitchen. No matter how much you cook, it is

essential that kitchen basics like the stove, fridge and sink

be positioned to make the most of the space. 

When planning a kitchen remodel, Jeff recommends

honestly asking, “What about the current situation is not

working?” Answering this question will help you start

making changes to improve the kitchen’s functionality.
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4 MUST-HAVES
FOR THE KITCHEN
Jeff King’s passion for cooking, combined
with his design experience, makes him an
expert in creating stylish and purposeful
kitchens. Here are his favorite features to
offer both style and function.

• Butcher blocks: These are easier to use and maintain

than people think, and they look great while providing

heat-resistant, built-in chopping spaces. Just keep a pastry

scraper on hand for easy cleanup.

• Floating shelves: Install these on either side of your
range to provide a handy place for storing frequently used

utensils and condiments. Their open, light look keeps them

from visually weighing your range area down.

• Deep sinks: A sink that is at least nine inches deep gives

you plenty of elbowroom when cleaning up and allows you

to hide dirty dishes when you can’t get to them right away.

• Under-cabinet lighting: This is a feature you definitely
won’t regret. LED strip lights are easy to install under

upper cabinets and provide valuable light to your

countertop workspace. 

2.MAKE IT MULTIPURPOSE  
Today, kitchens are much more than back rooms where

food is prepared. Instead, they are the heart of the home,

associated with family rooms and social gatherings. Jeff

recognizes that many kitchens serve double-duty as eating

areas, home offices or play zones. It requires thoughtful

planning to open up a kitchen enough to allow for

entertaining and family life—without compromising its

function. Bars, islands or banquettes can also help divide

a space so that kids and guests feel included, without

getting in the way of hot cooktops and full dishwashers.

3.DON’T COMPROMISE STYLE
Last, but definitely not least, Jeff strives to make kitchens

that are beautiful. Beyond thinking of ways to make the

space more functional, he believes in “designing ways to

highlight some of the beautiful things in a kitchen.” These

details do not have to be expensive and can show up in

shiny countertops, colorful cookware, well-crafted cabinetry

or even shelves designed to show off personal treasures.

With careful planning, a successful kitchen remodel can

become a work of art in its own right.

FUN MEETS FUNCTION 
This kitchen got a modern facelift while
maintaining its original layout. White oak
cabinets give off a clean, textured look,
while the new range and hood matches the
stainless-steel finish of the existing fridge.
Open shelves on the outside of the enlarged
sink area and a chalkboard-paint pantry
door add fun, accessible color.

After

Before

For more information on
Jeff King & Company, visit
jeffkingandco.com.
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Convert hard-to-reach storage into

open box shelves for displays. Not only

does this make use of inaccessible

space, it allows you to show off art

without diminishing functionality.

Tip:


